
LX Whirlpool bath pump with air switch
TDA Series

LX Whirlpool bath pump, Hot tub bathtub pump-LX TDA Series

(LX Pump: Top Quality Pump)

LX Whirlpool bath pump/spa pump(TDA50/TDA75/TDA100/TDA120/TDA150/TDA200)

Feature:
     LX Whirlpool Bath Pump: TDA series hot tub spa pump is most mature product and the safety certificate is highly completed. 
Liquids part is made of high reinforce engineering plastic; applied mechanical seal type ensure watertight in long-time continuous 
operation. The high reinforce engineering plastic base is vibration-resistance and corrosive-resistance. The liquid will be drained once 
motor is off.
     Motor: Air cooling motor. The Material of motor frame is aluminum; Motor is under low-noise and less-vibration and durability that 
are specialized for hydro massage bathtub or spa pump. Insulation class F, protection IPX5, continuous duty; Single-phase with thermal 
protector from T1 to ensure safety and convenience. Pneumatic switch control is available.

Certificate:    1、CCC Safety certificate
2、CE certificate EU
3、TUV certificate Germany
4、UL certificate America
5、SAA certificate Australia
6、RoHS approval

Application:
1.1. it's suitable for hydro massage tube or spa system and circulation or filter of swimming pool s
2.2. it's used to transmit and cycle sea-water for fish pond water which is a preferred sea-water
3.3. Weak corrosive liquid (weak acid and weak) without solid granules. liquid temperature: ℃
4.4. it's suitable for circulating water equipment that use for workshop's cooling

MODEL

TDA100

DESCRIPTION 

AQUA  -  LX Whirlpool bath pump with air switch

> WhirlPool Baht Pump With Air Switch / �� มสปา พรอ้มสวติซ์ลมในตัว TDA Series

Dimension

380 x 180 x 225 mm

TDA150 1.5HP 220V 435 x 220 x 245 mm

TDA200 2.0HP 220V 435 x 220 x 245 mm

1.0HP 220V 

FLOWRATE*

13 m3/Hr

22 m3/Hr
24 m3/Hr 

Nozzle Jet Qty

6-8 pcs

9-12 pcs
14-16 pcs

*calculated at head 8m

x

x

x Pre-order 45-90 days

การรบัประกันสนิค้า
ราคาดังกลาวเปนราคาที�ยังไม่รวมภาษีมูลคา่เพิ�ม

รับประกันอะไหล ทุกชิ�นส วน 1 ปี (ตามเงื�อนไขที�บริษัทฯกําหนด)
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